Junior optical engineer

Technology Company developing state-of-the-art depth Mini Cameras for mobile phones, tablets and laptops is recruiting a scientist or engineer with the following skills for its Research & Development labs in Valencia (Spain):

**Job description:**

The goal of the job is to join the optical team of the company and develop/improve the optical hardware as well as the calibration processes of our cameras.

**Minimum requirements:**

- Physics, Engineering Physics or similar degree.

**Desirable skills:**

- Applied scientific programming knowledge (Matlab, Python, R, LabView).
- Experience in an optical laboratory.
- Excellent knowledge of mathematics; excellent analytical skills.
- Good use of English.

**We offer:**

Permanent contract with competitive salary and career opportunity in a growing company with global coverage and ambitions.

Interested candidates should send Resume and copy of academic results (Expediente Académico) to info@photonicsens.com.